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 اإلهداء

 إىل ٍِ أرضعتين احلت واحلنبُ 

 إىل رٍش احلت وثيسٌ اىشفبء

 اىعشَشح (واىدتٍ )إىل اىقيت اىنبصع ثبىجُبض 

..  اّتظبر ثدوُ اىعطبء عيَين ٍِ إىل..  واىىقبر ثبهلُجخ اهلل مييه ٍِ إىل

 مثبراً ىرتي عَزك يف ميد أُ اهلل ٍِ أرجى..  افتخبر ثنو أمسه أمحو ٍِ إىل

 اىغد ويف اىُىً هبب أهتدٌ جنىً ميَبتل وستجقً اّتظبر طىه ثعد قطبفهب حبُ قد

 ( اىعشَش واىدٌ).. األثد وإىل

 وأثنبئٍ األعشاء سوجيت إىل 

 و أخىاتٍ ( إخىتٍ)إىل اىقيىة اىطبهزح اىزقُقخ واىنفىص اىربَئخ إىل رَبحني حُبتٍ 

 ثبىعطبءأسبتذتٍ املىقزَِ اىذَِ مل َجخيىا عيٍ إىل 

 إىل أصدقبئٍ .. إىل مو ٍِ سبهٌ يف إخزاج هذا اىعَو إىل اىنىر

 إىُنٌ مجُعب اهدٌ هذا اىعَو املتىاضع
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ABSTRACT 

There are many possible techniques  to classify the data , DA and MLR techniques  are 

Mostly important, they are often used to handle categorical dependent variable 

problems. This study aims to find the best statistical model  for graduates data in 

Palestine, a comparison between discriminant analysis and multinomial logistic 

regression model on  set of real data " Circumstances of Graduates From High 

Education and Vocational Training Survey Main Findings (2005- 2006)" where 

conducting by Palestinian Center Bureau of Statistics (PCBS). In this study we 

compared the two statistical models using different assessment techniques (leave-one-

out cross-validation and method ROC curves) and obtained the best estimate of 

accuracy  and error  rate  in order to achieve the best model  for the data. Two method 

applied at Graduates data(2005-2006) which has 9 independent variables and one 

dependent variable (Employment Status of graduates) with three categories 

(Employment , Unemployment and Outside of LF). As result of classification of the  

two techniques, MLR can predict better  than DA. This is justified by correct 

classification of 67.2% by the MLR model and 65.2% by the DA in the analysis. The 

ROC curves difference in the area under the curve (AUC), MLR 91.42% versus DA 

53.52% . Thus the results we have from Multinomial Logistic Regression model are 

better than the results of Discriminant Analysis model for this data set . 
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 الملخـــص

االنحدار الموجستي المتعدد أكثرها و التحميل التمييزي هناك العديد من طرق التصنيف لمبيانات، ويعتبر 

فضل نموذج احصائي لبيانات وتهدف هذه الدراسة الختيار ا. عندما يكون المتغير التابع فئوي اً استخدام

الخريجين في فمسطين من خالل المقارنة بين نموذج التحميل التمييزي واالنحدار الموجيستي المتعدد لمجموعة 

 (  2006-2005بيانات حقيقية تم الحصول عميها من مسح ظروف خريجي التعميم العالي والتدريب المهني )

 .لإلحصاء الفمسطينيالجهاز المركزي التي تم الحصول عميها من 

 leave-one-out)م مختمفة يفي هذه الدراسة تمت المقارنة بين نموذجين إحصائيين باستخدام تقنيات تقي

cross-validation and ROC curves method) 

وهو متغير اسمي ويتكون   ) الحالة العممية لمخريجين ( متغير تابعمستقمة و  اتمتغير  9وتتكون البيانات من 

وقد اظهرت النتائج ان االنحدار الموجيستي المتعدد ،  البطالة، وخارج القوى العاممة(   ث فئات) العمالة،من ثال

% لنموذج االنحدار 67.2بمغت نسبة التصنيف الصحيحة أفضل في التنبؤ من التحميل التمييزي حي ث 

كانت  ROCاحة تحت منحنى % لمتحميل التمييزي باإلضافة إلى أن المس 65.2الموجستي المتعدد مقارنة ب 

. 53.52%منحنى نموذج التحميل التمييزي تحت مساحةالبينما بمغت  ،لالنحدار الموجستي المتعدد 91.42%

في االنحدار الموجستي المتعدد أفضل من نموذج التحميل التمييزي نموذج وقد أظهرت النتائج بوضوح أن 

 .تصنيف الحالة العممية لمخريجين
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Chapter 1 

                                             Introduction 

 

1.1 General Introduction: 

The Palestinian people is characterized as a young people , the proportion youth is very 

high comparing with other people , this property of palestine , poses a challenge to 

decision makers to draw a polices to deal with youth aspirations  .The Palestinian youth  

suffer from a doubled marginalization, sometimes as part of the Palestinian people 

under occupation with limited rights and freedom, referring to the  political 

occupational situation, another as a social group in a society that does not provide them 

with the sufficient care . Therefore,  feelings of  frustration, anxiety and fear of the 

future spread among them especially among  the graduates who spent long years in 

studying to find themselves, after much efforts, grouped under the umbrella of the 

unemployed whose number is drastically  growing day after day, and  year after year , 

rather than  the negative impact of unemployment on the unemployed graduates  

personalities and psychological situations .Consequently, unemployed graduates 

become less motivated,  their economic and social status will be threatened  as well as 

their attitudes towards work, values of participation and production , and negative  

values like laziness, dependency, reluctance to creativity and innovation  will conquer 

their behaviors.Unemployment among graduates in the Palestinian society is a 

reflection of the reality of the educational process in institutions of higher education in 

light of  the curricula and its problems in terms of amount,  inability  to following up 

the scientific development and inappropriateness of the labor market needs as well as 

the  problems found in the vocational education, supplementary activities, lack of  

equipment , poor infrastructure, traditional educational methods and procedures. All of 
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this has negative effects on  the educational outputs that do not fit to the requirements 

and labor market needs. Due to that,  large number of young graduates face new 

problems like inability to obtain employment appropriate to their educational 

background and training  they have learned at the university  .In this thesis we discuss 

two classification methods. The classification  methods  are used to categorize   certain 

data of  statistical community on different groups  based on one or more of the basic 

properties of these data.  

The most two popular classification methods are  MLR and DA,  MLR is applied  to 

find out the best model that can be used in the analysis , while DA is widely used for 

the analysis of data. In this Study we will apply these two techniques, on  the 

employment Status for the Palestinian graduates using MLR  and DA are applied on a 

real data of the graduates which obtained by (PCBS),  the data concerns the 

Circumstances of graduates in Dec. 2005- Jan. 2006 . 

1.2 Problem Of The Study: 

The basic problem of this study is the graduates in Palestine ,especially the 

employment status . It is inappropriate  to employ the linear model as the technique for 

finding the relationship between the variables of interest and the risk factors involved 

in order to make classification of cases. The problem to be discussed and analyzed in 

this thesis is to verify the feasibility and effectiveness of the classification models using 

multinomial logistic regression and discriminant analysis and to conduct comparison 

between the performance of these models on classification employment status of 

graduates in Palestine. 
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1.3 The Objectives Of The Study: 

     The objective of this study is to classify the Graduates data using (Multinomial 

logistic Regression and discriminant analysis). Moreover, it is aimed to  Compare 

Multinomial logistic regression and discriminant analysis both theoretically and 

empirically, and compare the performance of these two classification methods and  to 

choose the best statistical model for Employment of graduates  in Palestine in order to  

find out. 

1.4 Methodology Of The Study: 

       The methodology of the thesis will be divided in to two parts: 

A)  The first part  of the study is a theoretical part, we will discuss the importance, 

assumption and advantages of the  two statistical methods that  can be  used when the 

dependent variable  is categorical, and we will discuss the various model validation and 

evaluation techniques.   

B)  The second  part will be as an empirical comparative case study, implementing DA 

and MLR models into a  real data (Employment of graduates  in Palestine ) in order to 

fit the most suitable model using each of  the two techniques and compare the results of 

the two models in terms of their  correct classification rate and ROC curves. All the 

analysis have been carried out using the R and SPSS software. 

1.5 Literature Review: 

       In this section we discuss briefly some previous studies that had been conducted to 

perform comparison between the use of traditional methods of classification 

multinomial logistic regression and discriminant analysis. 
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Manel  et al. (1999), assessed the occurrence of a common river bird, the plumbeous 

Redstart Rhyacornis fuliginosus, along 180 independent streams in the Indian and 

Nepali Himalaya. The authors then compared the performance of multiple discrimant 

analysis (MDA), logistic regression (LR) and artificial neural networks (ANN) in 

predicting this  species‟ presence or absence from 32 variables describing stream 

altitude, slope, habitat structure, chemistry and invertebrate abundance. Using the 

entire data and a threshold for accepting presence in ANN and LR set to P  ≥0.05, ANN 

correctly classified marginally more cases (88%) than either LR (83%) or MDA (84%). 

Model performance was assessed from two methods of data partitioning. In a „leave-

one-out‟ approach, LR correctly predicted more cases (82%) than MDA (73%) or ANN 

(69%). This case study supports the need to test species‟ distribution models with 

independent data, and to use a range of criteria in assessing model performance. ANN 

do not yet have major advantages over conventional multivariate methods for assessing 

bird distributions. LR and MDA were both more efficient in the use of computer time 

than ANN, and also more straightforward in providing testable hypotheses about 

environmental effects on occurrence. However, LR was apparently subject to chance 

significant effects from explanatory variables, emphasizing the well-known risks of 

models based purely on correlative data. 

Hossain et al. (2002),  compared the performance of multinomial logistic regression 

(MLR) and discriminant analysis (DA) models to predict arrival time at the hospital,  

the  goal was to determine the best statistical method for prediction of arrival intervals 

for patients with acute myocardial infarction  symptoms. One model for MLR and two 

models for DA were developed using the training dataset. One DA model had equal 

prior probabilities, and one DA model had proportional prior probabilities. Predictive 
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performance of the models was compared and the overall predictive performance by 

MLR and DA with proportional priors was higher, the DA models with equal priors 

performed much better in the smaller groups. Correct classifications were 62.6% by 

MLR, 62.4% by DA using proportional prior probabilities, and 48.1% using equal prior 

probabilities of the groups.  

Pohar et al.(2004), considered  the problem of choosing between the LDA and MLR 

and used several simulated datasets, the convergence of the two methods is examined 

when the linear discriminant assumptions for normality of the distribution of 

explanatory variables are met, when they are violated, and when they are categorized 

for various parameters of the explanatory variables such as sample size, covariance 

matrix, Mahalanobis distance, and the direction of the distance between the group 

means. The authors concluded that  LDA  is a more appropriate method when the 

explanatory variables are normally distributed. For categorized predictor variables, 

LDA remains preferable, and logistic regression overcomes discriminant analysis only 

when the number of categories  is small. and the results of LDA and MLR are close 

whenever the normality assumptions are not too badly violated. 

Antonogeorgos et al.  (2009), applied both Logistic regression and discriminant 

analyses in their clinical study in order to predict the probability of a specific 

categorical outcome based upon several explanatory variables. The aim of this work is 

to evaluate the convergence of these two methods when they are applied in data from 

health sciences. For this purpose, they modeled the association of several factors with 

the prevalence of asthma symptoms with both the two methods and compared the 

result. In conclusion, logistic and discriminant analyses resulted in similar models, and 
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in order to decide which method should be used, we must consider the assumptions for 

the application of each one. 

Eric ( 2009),assesses that it is evident that logistic regression yields better classification 

results than discriminant analysis when there is a problem of multicollinearity in the 

independent variable. This is because empirical comparison of the two techniques 

shows that logistic regression was able to make 91.1% correct classification of the data 

as compared to 88.9% correct classification of the data by discriminant analysis where 

the data has multicollinearity among some of the independent variables.   Another 

interesting observation, based on the analysis, was that despite the obvious revelation 

of both techniques showing very reliable model for prediction and classification of 

cases, they do not, in principle, always agree in variable selection for development of 

models. This disagreement might be due to consideration given to factors such as 

variability in the data set. Hence in adopting any of the two techniques for analysis, 

consideration has to be given to the assumptions, requirements and any circumstance 

surrounding the data at that moment.  However, it is obvious that logistic regression 

analysis can yield better results than discriminant analysis.  In  this wise, the researcher 

can conceive , that when all the assumptions and requirements of logistic regression 

analysis and discriminant analysis are met, logistic regression technique should be 

adopted rather than discriminant analysis.   

Maiprasert et al. (2009),conducted  a prediction stage of breast cancer group model, 

the probability that a patient is detected at any stage of breast cancer or non-breast 

cancer based on the tumor cells with abnormal growth of breast cancer. The dependent 

variable is the probability that the patient is detected at any stage of breast cancer or 

non-breast cancer based on the tumor cells with abnormal growth of breast cancer by 
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using Ordinal Logistic Regression Model and Discriminant Model. Conclude that 

Ordinal Logistic Regression Model can use few variables in a prediction stage of breast 

cancer and Ordinal Logistic Regression Model has classification 55.50% higher than 

Discriminant Model has classification 54.10%. Ordinal Logistic Regression Model has 

classification for non-breast cancer patient is 73.60%, breast cancer stage 1 patient is 

5%, breast cancer stage 2 patient is 43.6%, breast cancer stage 3 patient is 61.4%. The 

study results reveal that the Discriminant Analysis can use predicted variables 9 

variables. Discriminant Model has classification for non-breast cancer patient is 56%, 

breast cancer stage 1 patient is 49.10%, breast cancer stage 2 patient is 35.6%, breast 

cancer stage 3 patient is 72.6% and breast cancer stage 4 patient is 60%. 

Lee (2010), proposed a method for multi-way classification problems using  ensembles 

of multinomial logistic regression models. A multinomial logit model was used as a 

base classifier in ensembles from random partitions of predictors. The multinomial 

logit model  showed that it  can be applied to each mutually exclusive subset  of the 

feature space without variable selection. By combining multiple models  the proposed 

method could handle a huge database without a parametric constraint needed for 

analyzing high-dimensional data, and the random partition  could  improve the  

prediction accuracy by reducing the correlation among base classifiers. The proposed 

method has been  implemented using R and the performance  including overall 

prediction accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity for each category is evaluated on real 

data sets and simulation data sets. To investigate  the quality of prediction in terms of 

sensitivity and specificity, area under the ROC curve (AUC) is also examined. 

Performance of the proposed model was  compared to a single multinomial logit model 

and another ensemble method combining multinomial logit models using the algorithm 
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of Random Forest.  The proposed model showed  a substantial improvement in overall 

prediction accuracy over a multinomial logit model. 

Maroco et al.(2011), compared seven non parametric classifiers derived from Data 

Mining methods (Multilayer Perceptrons Neural Networks, Radial Basis Function 

Neural Networks, Support Vector Machines, CART, CHAID and QUEST 

Classification Trees and Random Forests) to three traditional classifiers (Linear 

Discriminant Analysis, Quadratic Discriminant Analysis and Logistic Regression) in 

terms of overall classification accuracy, specificity, sensitivity.  Results showed that 

Support Vector Machines showed the larger overall classification accuracy. However 

this method showed high specificity but low sensitivity. Random Forest ranked second 

in overall accuracy. Linear Discriminant Analysis also showed acceptable overall 

accuracy. The authors conclude that when taking into account sensitivity, specificity 

and overall classification accuracy Random Forests and Linear Discriminant analysis 

rank first among all the classifiers tested in prediction of dementia using several 

neuropsychological tests.  

AL-Jazar (2012),compare LDA and MLR to make the choice between the two 

methods easier, and to understand how do the two models behave under different data 

and group characteristics. The performance evaluation was carried out on the same real 

world dataset. He also performed a simulation study according to the linear 

discriminant analysis model, where the multivariate normality is satisfied with the 

same covariance matrix to examine the group and data characteristics that may affect 

the performance of LDA and MLR . Both LR and LDA converged in similar results. 

And estimated the same statistical significant coefficients, and either can be helpful in 

classifying the class membership of women that diabetics. LR slightly exceeds LDA in 
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the correct classification rate, but when taking into account sensitivity, specificity and 

AUC the differences in the AUC were negligibly, thus indicating no discriminating 

difference between the models. The simulation study examined the impact of changes 

regarding the sample size, distance between group means, categorization and 

correlation matrices between the predictors on the performance of each method. 

Results indicate that the variation in sample size, values of Euclidean distance, 

different number of categories had similar impact on the result for the two methods, 

and both methods LDA and MLR show a significant improvement in classification 

accuracy in the absence of multicollinearity among the explanatory variables. 

 Al-khatib and Al-Horani (2012), investigated the role  of a set of financial ratios in 

predicting financial distress of publicly listed companies in Jordan. Using Logistic 

Regression and Discriminant Analysis a comparison has been made between the two 

models to determine which is more appropriate to use as well as which of the financial 

ratios are statistically significant in predicting the financial distress of Jordanian 

companies. During the period 2007 to 2011, the results show that both logistic 

regression and Discriminant Analysis can predict financial distress and that Return on 

Equity (ROE) and Return on Assets (ROA) are the most important two financial ratios 

which help in predicting the financial distress of public companies listed in Amman 

stock Exchange. 

1.6 Organization Of The Study   

        The study is organized into five chapters the current chapter served as an 

introduction and background of the  present study, and describe the study problem, 

objectives and also describe  our proposed methodology and discussed some important 

previous studies that have been carried out by other researchers which are in relation to 
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the objectives of the study. This offers the researcher the opportunity to know the 

consistencies or disparities in using the multinomial logistic regression or the 

discriminant analysis . The organization of the remainder of this study will be 

structured as follows: 

Chapter two presents the review for the classifications methods in  the discriminant 

analysis (DA) and multinomial logistic regression (MLR),  the idea and the  theoretical 

aspects  of the classification methods used in this thesis will be given in detail. In the 

third  chapter,  we outline methods  in detail for the performance criteria chosen for 

estimating misclassification  error rates (leave one –out Cross-validation  and ROC 

curves and their use in model assessment and estimation of accuracy)  to  compare both 

methods.  In the fourth chapter,  we show the descriptive analysis of the data, and 

discuss the analysis through the two models and compare the two models and select 

data of the best model, whereas in the  fifth  chapter we  discuss conclusions  based on 

the findings of the study and recommendations for future research. 
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Chapter 2 

Overview Of Classification Methods 

2.1 Introduction 

      In this chapter, we discuss two classification methods: Discriminant Analysis and 

multinomial Logistic Regression. Moreover , we are going to discuss some of 

assessment techniques of the  classification methods  they are widely used multivariate 

statistical methods for analysis of data with categorical outcome variables. Both of 

them are appropriate for the development of linear  classification models, the two 

methods differ in their basic idea. While MLR makes no assumptions on the 

distribution of the explanatory data, DA has been developed for normally distributed 

explanatory variables. The theoretical properties of  DA and MLR are thoroughly dealt 

with in the literature,  

2.2 Discriminant Analysis(DA) 

2.2.1 Overview 

In the 1930‟s, three different people – R.A. Fisher in UK, Hoteling in US and 

Mahalanob is in India were trying to solve the same problem via three different 

approaches. Later their methods of Fisher linear discriminant function, Hoteling‟s T2 

test and Mahalanobis D2 distance were combined to devise what is today Called 

Discriminant Analysis, 

it's  originally  developed  in  1936  by  R.A.  Fisher,  is  a  multivariate method of 

classification  (Fisher  1936). Discriminant  Analysis  is  similar to regression  analysis 

except  that  the  dependent  variable  is  categorical  rather  than  continuous 

(Draper  and  Smith, 1981).The term discriminant analysis (Fisher, 1936; Cooley and 

Lohnes, 1971 Silverman, 1986)  refers to several different types of analyses. 
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Classificatory discriminant analysis is used to classify observations into two or more 

known groups on the basis of one or more quantitative variables. Discriminant Analysis 

is just the inverse of a one-way MANOVA, the multivariate analysis of variance. The 

basic purpose of discriminant analysis is to estimate the relationship between a single 

categorical dependent variable and a set of quantitative independent variables. 

Discriminant analysis is a technique for predicting and classifying a set of observations 

into predefined classes. It is used to determine which continuous variables best 

discriminate between two or more natural occurring groups. The model is built  based 

on a set of observations for which the classes are known and this discriminant function 

is used to predict the class of a new observation with unknown class. Discriminant 

Analysis may be used either to assess the adequacy of classification, given the group 

memberships of the objects under study, or to assign objects to one of a number of 

(known) groups of objects. It thus has a descriptive or a predictive objective. It is one 

of the available techniques for developing a rule or model to enable one identify or 

discriminate between cases based on the rule or the underlying principle. This 

technique  is used for analyzing data when response variables are categorical and the 

predictor  variables are scaled. 

2.2.2 Definition of Discriminant Analysis 

        The  best definition of DA is a technique which allows the classification of an 

individual into one of two or more distinctive populations, on the basis of a set of 

measurements (Afifi and Clark, 1984). 

There are two basic steps in discriminant analysis. The first involves estimating 

coefficients, or weighting factors, that can be applied to the known independent 

variables to calculate some measures of their tendency or propensity to become high 
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performers. This measure is called a "discriminant function." Second, this information 

can then be used to develop a decision rule that specifies some cut-off value for 

predicting which job candidates are likely to become high performers (Lawler, 2007 ). 

DA  generally  attempts  to  find  linear combinations  of  predictor variables  that  best 

separate  the  groups  of  observations.  These combinations are called discriminant  

functions . 

2.2.3 MANOVA vs Discriminant function analysis(DFA). 

         MANOVA and DFA are mathematically identical (Tabachnik and Fidell 2001), 

although the terminology used in the two procedures often differs.  In MANOVA, we 

test whether population centroids, based on a number of response variables, are 

different between groups.  In DFA, we use the response variables to try and predict 

group membership and also to classify new observations to one or other of the groups 

with some measure of success of that classification.  The linear combination of 

variables that maximizes the ratio of between group to within group variation in 

MANOVA is the first discriminant function.  DFA goes further than MANOVA, 

however, by calculating additional discriminant functions and using the functions. 

2.2.4 Objectives of Discriminant Analysis 

 To create discriminant functions, or linear combinations of the independent 

variables, which will best discriminate between the categories of the dependent 

variable . (Timm, 2002) 

 Examination of whether significant differences exist among groups according to 

independent variables . 

 Determination of which independent variables contribute to most of the intergroup 

differences. 
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 Classification of cases to one of the groups based on the values of the independent 

variables. (Tao, 2003) 

 To measure the accuracy of classification . 

2.2.5  Assumptions of Discriminant Analysis 

        Discriminant function analysis is computationally very similar to MANOVA, and 

all assumptions for MANOVA mentioned in ANOVA/MANOVA apply. 

 Sample Size:    The sample size of the smallest group needs to exceed the 

number of predictor variables (Tabachnick and Fidell , 2001). it is a general 

rule, that the larger is the sample size,   the maximum number of independent 

variables is n - 2, where n is the sample size. Moreover, the smallest sample size 

should be at least 20 for a few (4 or 5) predictors (Poulsen and French, 2003). It 

is best to have 4 or 5 times, or 10 times as many observations than independent 

variables ( Sajtos and Mitev, 2007) 

 Multivariate Normal Distribution It is assumed that  the variables represent a 

sample from a multivariate normal distribution. It can be tested by histograms of 

frequency distributions  (Wang , 2008). Note that violations of the normality 

assumption are usually not "fatal," as long as non-normality n is caused by 

skewness and not outliers (Tabachnick and Fidell, 2001). As a sample size 

increases, the shape of the sampling distribution becomes normal. 

 Linearity: Discriminant analysis assumes linear relations among the 

independent variables. we should study scatter plots of each pair of independent 

variables. 

 Homogeneity of variance/covariance Variances among group variables are the 

same across levels of predictions. Can be tested with Box's M  statistic where 
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the Discriminant analysis is very sensitive to heterogeneity of variance-

covariance matrices (Green et al, 2008). 

 Multicollinearity: independent variables should be correlated to the dependent 

variable, however there must be no correlation between the independent 

variables, because it can bias the results of analysis. In case of strong  

multicollinearity we cannot discriminate, because the highly correlated variables 

would have higher role than the others. To eliminate the bias-effect we need to 

exclude the disturbing variables from the analysis .  

 Outliers: DA is highly sensitive to the inclusion of outliers, because the 

extreme values have a great influence on the mean, standard deviation and the 

statistical significance as well(Reimann  et al, 2008). In a one-variable case 

outliers can be defined by quartiles or box plot, however in a multivariate case it 

is better to use Mahalanobis distance (Khattree and Naik ,1995).Using 

Mahalanobis distance we can measure the distance between the cases and the 

centroid for each group, which difference is based on the correlation between 

variables. Every case will belong to a group for which its Mahalanobis distance 

is smallest (Hajdu , 2003). The outer most cases are regarded as outliers. For 

reasonable results we have to handle the problem of outliers, mainly it is better 

to eliminate them. 

2.2.6 Calculation of the Discriminant Function for Two-Grouped DA 

        Considering two populations  with observed values on  p random variables     , 

    ,… ,    for each of the       individuals selected from population 1 and for each of 

the    individual from population 2. In particular ,for the     population(i=1, 2) 

supposing that we let      denote the observed value of variable    ( j=1,2,…,p) for the 
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    sampled individual (k=1,2,…,   ).Thus, the set of variable values  (      ,       ,… , 

      )  represent the group of measurements obtained for         individual selected 

from population  i . The main objective of discriminant analysis is to develop a model 

L that is a linear combination of the independent variables say 

L=     +     +… +        ……………………..…….. ( 2.1 ) 

with values for     ,     ,…,     chosen so as to provide maximum discrimination 

between the two populations (thus, the variation in the values of L between the two 

groups would be much greater that the variation in the values of L within the two 

groups ). 

       For any       individual from population  i , if the   ̀  are known, the associated L 

value would be 

   =       +       +… +       ………………….….(2.2) 

In the analysis-of-variance framework, the total variation in the scores 

is measured by 

∑ ∑      
  
   

 
     ̅  …………………………..…….. (2.3) 

Where 

 

 ̅ = 
 

        
∑ ∑    

  
   

 
    =  

 

        
      ̅     ̅    

The total sum of squares can be broken down into two interpretable components, a 

between-groups sum of squares, B, given by 

  = ∑    
 
 =   ̅ ـــ ̅  )   

    

       
 (2.4)..…..……………   ̅ ـــ ̅  ) 

and a within-group sum of squares, W, given by 
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  ∑ ∑         ̅  
   

   
 
    ……………………………...  (2.5) 

The ratio  
 

 
  is a measure of the discriminant power of L due to the fact that the larger 

value of  B relative to W, the more  L is reflecting between-population variation as 

opposed to within–population variation . Also, let   

 

 ̅     ∑
    

  

  

   …………………………………………...  ( 2.6 ) 

 

be the observed mean value of variable  j in the two sample of  individuals 

from population j and let also     =  ̅   ـــ ̅    

be the observed differences  between values of variable, then if   

 

. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

is the covariance matrix of the   x's  so that    

 

 

 

 

 

 

is the inverse matrix of S, then the values of       ,     ,…,      which maximizes 
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  are  given as follows:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The linear combination of the  x's based on the   ̀  is given by   

                    ……….………………… … ( 2.7) 

and this linear combination maximizes the quantity 
 

 
   based n the sample at hand. The  

       are estimates of the  's and   is al o an estimate of the optimal 

 linear combination of L. (Bartlett, 1951) 

2.2.7 The formula of Discriminant Analysis 

        The Discriminant Analysis Model involves linear combinations of the following 

form:  

D = b0 + b1X1 + b2X2 + b3X3 + . . . + bkXk   ……………..…….. ( 2.8 ) 

Where: 

D   = discriminant  function. 

b 's   = discriminant coefficient or weight 

X 's  = independent variable 
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The coefficients, or weights (b), are estimated so that the groups differ as much as 

possible on the values of the discriminant function.  This occurs when the ratio of 

between-group sum of squares to within-group sum of squares for the discriminant 

scores is at a maximum. When the criterion variable has two categories, the technique 

is known as two-group discriminant analysis.  When three or more categories are 

involved, the technique is referred to as multiple discriminant analysis.  The main 

distinction is that, in the two-group case, it is possible to derive only one discriminant 

function. In multiple discriminant analysis, more than one function may be computed.  

In general, with G groups and k predictors, it is possible to estimate up to the smaller of 

G - 1, or k, discriminant functions. Usually, only the first three of these functions will 

be useful (Sharma, 1996). The first function has the highest ratio of between-groups to 

within-groups sum of squares.  The second function, uncorrelated with the first, has the 

second highest ratio, and so on.  However, not all the functions may be statistically 

significant. 

2.2.8 Statistics Associated with Discriminant Analysis 

       There are many of  Statistics Associated with Discriminant Analysis . they will be 

used To test the  significance . We will discuss some of them.( Malhotra, 2010). 

 Canonical correlation :  measures the extent of association between the 

discriminant scores and the groups.  It is a measure of association between the 

single discriminant function and the set of dummy variables that define the 

group membership.  

 Classification matrix:  Sometimes also called confusion or prediction matrix, 

the classification matrix contains the number of correctly classified and 

misclassified cases. 
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 Discriminant function coefficients. The discriminant function coefficients 

(unstandardized) are the multipliers of variables, when the variables are in the 

original units of measurement. 

 Discriminant scores. The unstandardized coefficients are multiplied by the 

values of the variables.  These products are summed and added to the constant 

term to obtain the discriminant scores. 

 Eigenvalue. For each discriminant function, the Eigenvalue is the ratio of 

between-group to within-group sums of squares.  Large Eigenvalues imply 

superior functions. The eigenvalues assess relative importance because they 

reflect the percents of variance explained in the dependent variable, cumulating 

to 100% for all functions. 

 Group means and group standard deviations. These are computed for each 

predictor for each group. 

 Pooled within-group correlation matrix. The pooled within-group correlation 

matrix is computed by averaging the separate covariance matrices for all the 

groups. 

 Standardized discriminant function coefficients. The standardized 

discriminant function coefficients are the discriminant function coefficients and 

are used as the multipliers when the variables have been standardized to a mean 

of 0 and a variance of 1. 

 Structure correlations.  Also referred to as discriminant loadings, the structure 

correlations represent the simple correlations between the predictors and the 

discriminant function. When the dependent variable has more than two 

categories there will be more than one discriminant function. The correlations 
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then serve like factor loadings in factor analysis that is, by identifying the 

largest absolute correlations associated with each discriminant function we 

would gain insight into how to name each function. (Tabachnick and Fidell, 

2001). 

 Total correlation matrix.  If the cases are treated as if they were from a single 

sample and the correlations computed, a total correlation matrix is obtained. 

 Wilks'  λ  . Sometimes also called the U statistic, Wilks' λ    for each predictor 

is the ratio of the within-group sum of squares to the total sum of squares.  Its 

value varies between 0 and 1.  Large values of  λ  (near 1) indicate that group 

means do not seem to be different.  Small values of  λ (near 0) indicate that the 

group means seem to be different. Smaller values of Wilks' lambda indicate 

greater discriminatory ability of the function. 

 

2.3 Multinomial logistic Regression 

2.3.1 Overview 

         Multinomial logistic regression (MLR) is used to predict categorical placement in 

or the probability of category membership on a dependent variable based on multiple 

independent variables. The independent variables can be either dichotomous (i.e., 

binary) or continuous. MLR is a simple extension of binary logistic regression that 

allows for more than two categories of the dependent or outcome variable. Like binary 

logistic regression, MLR uses maximum likelihood estimation to evaluate the 

probability of categorical membership The basic principle of multinomial logistic 

regression is similar to that for logistic regression(LR), in that it is based on the 

probability of membership of each category of the dependent variable. LR was 
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proposed  in the late 1960s and early 1970s (Cabrera, 1994),and it became routinely 

available in statistical packages in the early 1980s.There are two models of logistic 

regression to include binary LR and MLR. Binary logistic regression is typically used 

when the dependent variable is dichotomous and the independent variables are either 

continuous or categorical variables. Logistic regression is best used in this condition. 

When the dependent variable is not dichotomous and is comprised of more than two 

cases, a MLR can be employed. Also referred to as logit regression, MLR has very 

similar results to binary logistic regression. 

2.3.2 Comparison between MLE and OLS Estimation Methods 

        Regression models may be one of the most commonly used  statistical analysis 

techniques for investigating and modelling the relationships between a dependent 

variable and one or more independent variables based on samples from a particular 

population Therefore, the purpose of the regression analysis is to evaluate the relative 

impact of a predictor variable (or more than one variable) on a particular outcome. 

There are two commonly used approaches to estimate population parameters from a 

random sample are the maximum likelihood estimation method and the least squares 

estimation method. The ordinary least squares, or OLS, can also be called the linear 

least squares. This is a method for approximately determining the unknown parameters 

located in a linear regression model. The ordinary least squares is obtained by 

minimizing the total of squared vertical distances between the observed responses 

within the dataset and the responses predicted by the linear approximation. Through a 

simple formula, you can express the resulting estimator, especially the single regressor, 

located on the right-hand side of the linear regression model. Logistic regression 

applies maximum likelihood estimation after transforming the dependent variable into 

http://www.differencebetween.net/science/mathematics-statistics/difference-between-ancova-and-regression/
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a logit variable (the natural logarithm of the odds of the dependent variable  occurring 

or not). In this way, logistic regression estimates the probability of a certain event 

occurring. Note that logistic regression calculates changes in the  log odds of the 

dependent  variable, not changes in the dependent  variables  itself as  ordinary least 

squares (OLS) regression does Logistic regression has many analogies to OLS 

regression. MLE method is used to calculate the logit parameters in the logistic 

regression models while OLS method is used to calculate the parameters in OLS  

regression models. OLS seeks to minimize the sum of squared distances of the data 

points to the regression line. ML estimation method seeks to maximize the log 

likelihood, which reflects how likely it is (the odds) that the observed values of the 

response variable may be predicted from the observed values of the explanatory 

variables.  Also OLS can be seen as a subtype of ML for the special case of a linear 

model characterized by normally distributed disturbances around the regression line ;

where, the regression parameters computed by maximizing the likelihood of obtaining 

the least sum of squared disturbances.  When error is not normally distributed or when 

the response variable is not normally distributed, ML estimates are preferred to OLS 

estimates because they are unbiased beyond the special case handled by OLS (Garson, 

2009). 

2.3.3 Concepts Related To Logistic Regression 

1. Odds 

      Odds of an event are the ratio of the probability that an event will occur to the 

probability that it will not occur. If the probability of an event occurring is p, the 

probability of the event not occurring is (1-p). Then the corresponding odds is a value 

given by  odds of {Event}=  
 

   
  . Since logistic regression calculates the probability of 
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an event occurring over the probability of an event not occurring, the impact of 

independent variables is usually explained in terms of odds. With logistic regression 

the mean of the response variable p in terms of an explanatory variable x is modeled 

relating p and x through the equation p=α+βx.  

Unfortunately, this is not a good model because extreme values of x will give values of 

α+βx that does not fall between 0 and 1. The logistic regression solution to this 

problem is to transform the odds using the natural logarithm (Peng, Lee and  Ingersoll, 

2002).  With logistic regression we model the natural log odds as a linear function of 

the explanatory variable: 

The equation for the relationship between the dependent variable and the independent 

variables then become          

logit (y)=ln (odds)=ln( 
 

   
 ) = α + βX…………………………………(2.9) 

which is the logistic regression model, We can convert logit (Y) back to the odds by 

exponentiation , calculating 

 [ odds that Y = 1 ] =            . This result in the equation  

odds(Y=1)=                =            …………………..……….….(2.10) 

We can then convert the odds back to the probability that (Y = 1) by the formula 

 P( Y = 1 )= [ odds that Y = 1 ] / [ 1 + odds that y = 1 ] . 

This produce the equation  = 

 

     

        …..…………………………………………..………....  (2.11) 

Extending the logic of the simple logistic regression to multiple predictors, one may 

construct a complex logistic regression as  

logit (y)= ln( 
 

   
 ) = α + βx1+…+ βxk………………………..………....(2.12) 
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Therefore, 

 p=P (Y=interested outcome/X1 = x1, ... Xk = xk)  

 

 
                             

                                …………………………………….(2.13) 

This equation has the desired property that no matter what values we substitute for the 

ß's and the x's, P will always be a number between 0 and 1. 

2. Odds Ratio(OR) 

         An alternative probability measure called the Odds Ratio is used in LR analysis 

The odds ratio can be defined as the ratio of the odds of an event occurring in one 

group to the odds of it occurring in another group, (OR) is a comparative measure of 

two odds relative to different events. For two events A and B, the corresponding odds 

of A occurring relative to B occurring is odds ratio {A vs.B}=
      

      
 = 

  

    
  

    

 

3.The logistic curve 

         Logistic regression is a method for fitting a regression curve, y  =f(x) ,when y 

consists of binary coded (0, 1-failure, success) data. When the response is a binary 

(dichotomous) variable and x is numerical, logistic regression fits a logistic curve to the 

relationship between x and y. Logistic curve is an S-shaped or sigmoid curve, often 

used to model population growth (Eberhardt and Breiwick, 2012). A logistic curve 

starts with slow, linear growth, followed by exponential growth, which then slows 

again to a stable rate.A simple logistic function is defined by the formula 

  
  

     
 

     ………………………………….…….….(2.14) 

which is graphed in Figure 2.1 
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Figure (2.1): Graph of logistic curve where α=0 and β=1. 

To provide flexibility, the logistic function can be extended to the form 

  
     

         
 

          ………………………….…….….(2.15) 

where α and β determine the logistic intercept and slope .Logistic regression fits α and 

β, the regression coefficients. Figure 2.1 shows logistic function when α and β are 0 

and 1, respectively. The logistic or logit function is used to transform an „S‟-shaped 

curve into an approximately straight line and to change the range of the proportion 

from 0 - 1 to -  - +  as 

                    (
 

   
)      ………………….…….(2.16) 

where p is the probability of interested outcome, α is the intercept parameter, β is a 

regression coefficient, and X is a predictor. 
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2.3.4 Assumptions Of Logistic Regression 

       Logistic regression does not require many of the principle assumptions of linear 

regression models that are based on ordinary least squares method–particularly 

regarding linearity of relationship between the dependent and independent variables, 

normality of the error distribution, homoscedasticity of the errors, and measurement 

level of the independent variables(Agresti , 2007). Logistic regression can handle non-

linear relationships between the dependent and independent variables, because it 

applies a non-linear log transformation of the linear regression. The error terms  (the 

residuals) do not need to be multivariate normally distributed–although multivariate 

normality yields a more stable solution. The variance of errors can be heteroscedastic 

for each level of the independent variables. Logistic regression can handle not only 

continuous data but also discrete data as independent variables.  

 

However, some other assumptions still apply (Bewick and Ball, 2005): 

1- Logistic regression requires the dependent variable to be discrete mostly 

dichotomous.  

2- logistic regression estimates the probability of the event occurring (P(Y=1)), it 

is necessary to code the dependent variable accordingly. That is the desired 

outcome should be coded to be 1.  

3- The model of LR should be fitted correctly. It should not be over fitted with the 

meaningless variables included. Also it should not be under fitted with 

meaningful variable not included. 

4- Logistic regression requires each observation to be independent. Also the model 

should have  little or no multicollinearity. That is, independent variables are not 

linear functions of each other.  
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5- Logistic regression does not require a linear relationship between the dependent 

and independent variables, it requires that the independent variables are linearly 

related to the log odds of an event.  

6- Logistic regression requires large sample sizes because maximum likelihood 

estimates are less powerful than ordinary least squares used for estimating the 

unknown parameters in a linear regression model. 

 

2.3.5 Fitting The Logistic Regression Model 

Although logistic regression model, logit (y)= α+ βx looks similar to a simple linear 

regression model, the underlying distribution is binomial and the parameters, α and β 

cannot be estimated in the same way as for simple linear regression. Instead, the 

parameters are usually estimated using the method of maximum likelihood of 

observing the sample values (Menard, 2001). Maximum likelihood will provide values 

of α and β .Which maximize the probability of obtaining the data set. It requires 

iterative computing with computer software. The likelihood function is used to estimate 

the probability of observing the data, given the unknown parameters (α and β). A 

“likelihood” is a probability that the observed values of the dependent variable may be 

predicted from the observed values of the independent variables. The likelihood varies 

from 0 to 1 like any other probabilities. Practical y, it is easier to work with the 

logarithm of the likelihood function. This function is known as the log-likelihood. Log-

likelihood will  be used for inference testing when comparing several models. The log 

likelihood varies from 0 to -∞ (it is negative because the natural log of any number less 

than 1 is negative).In logistic regression, we observe binary outcome and predictors, 

and we wish to draw inferences about the probability of an event in the population. 

Suppose in a population from which we are sampling, each individual has the same 
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probability p, that an event occurs. For each individual in our sample of size n, Yi =1 

indicates that an event occurs for the ith subject, otherwise, Yi = 0. The observed data 

are Y1, . . . , Yn and X1, . . .  , Xn .The joint probability of the data (the likelihood) is 

given by 

L= ∏     ⁄     
          ⁄      = p (y ⁄x)∑   

 
   (1-p(y/x)n-∑   

 
   ….. ( 2.17 ) 

Natural logarithm of the likelihood is     

ℓ = Log( L)=∑Yi log[p(y/x)]+(n-∑Yi)log[1-p(y/x)] ………………….... ( 2.18 ) 

In which  

p (y ⁄ x)= 
     

       ……………………………………………..... ( 2.19 ) 

Estimating the parameters α and β is done using the first derivatives of log-likelihood, 

and solving them for α and β. For this, iterative computing is used. An arbitrary value 

for the coefficients (usually 0) is first chosen. Then log-likelihood is computed and 

variation of coefficients values observed. Reiteration is then performed until 

maximization of ℓ (equivalent to maximizing L). The results are the maximum 

likelihood estimates of α and β. 

2.4 Evaluation Of A Logistic Regression Model 

There are several parts involved in the evaluation of the logistic regression model. 

First, the overall model (relationship between all of the independent variables and 

dependent variable) needs to be assessed. Second, the importance of each of the 

independent variables needs to be assessed. Third, predictive accuracy or 

discriminating ability of the model needs to be evaluated. Finally, the model needs to 

be validated. 
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2.4.1 Overall Model Evaluation 

1)The likelihood ratio test 

Overall  fit of a model shows how strong a relationship between al  of the 

independent variables, taken together, and dependent variable is. It can be assessed by 

comparing the fit of the two models with and without the independent variables. A 

logistic regression model with the k independent variables (the given model) is said to 

provide a better fit to the data if it demonstrates an improvement over the model with 

no independent variables (the null  model). The overall  fit of the model with k 

coefficients can be examined via a likelihood ratio test which tests the null  hypothesis  

H0 : β1= β2 = . . .= βk = 0. 

To do this, the deviance with just the intercept (-2 log likelihood of the null model) 

is compared to the deviance when the k independent variables have been added (-2 log 

likelihood of the given model). Likelihood of the null model is the likelihood of 

obtaining the observation if the independent variables had no effect on the outcome. 

Likelihood of the given model is the likelihood of obtaining the observations with all 

independent variables incorporated in the model.  

The difference of these two yields a goodness of fit index G, X2 statistic with k 

degrees of freedom (Bewick and Ball, 2005). This is a measure of how well all of the 

independent variables affect the outcome or dependent variable.  

G= 2 =(-2 log likelihood of null  model) ـــ (-2 log likelihood of given model) 

An equivalent formula sometimes presented in the literature is  

 -2 log  
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where the ratio of the maximum likelihood is calculated before taking the natural 

logarithm and multiplying by  -2. The term „likelihood ratio test‟ is used to describe 

this test. If the p-value for the overall model fit statistic is less than the conventional 

0.05, then reject H0 with the conclusion that there is evidence that at least one of the 

independent variables contributes to the prediction of the outcome. 

2) Chi-Square Goodness of Fit Tests 

In linear regression, residuals can be defined as yi- ŷi , where yi is the observed 

dependent variable for the ith subject, and ŷi the corresponding prediction from the 

model. The same concept applies to logistic regression, where yi is equal to either 1 or 

0, and the corresponding prediction from the model is as 

ŷi = exp (α+β1xi1 +. . .+βkxik ) / 1+ exp (α+β1xi1 +. . .+βkxik ) …………... ( 2.20 ) 

One tests is Chi-square test (Peng and So, 2002), can be based on the residuals, yi -ŷi  

 A standardized residual can be defined as 

ri =yi –ŷi / √         ……………………………………………... ( 2.21 ) 

where the standard deviation of the residuals is ŷi(1-ŷi). One can then form a χ2 

statistic as  

χ2= ∑ ri
2
……………………………………………………………. ( 2.22 ) 

This statistic follows a   χ2 distribution with n−(k+1) degrees of freedom,  

so that p-values can be calculated.   
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3- Hosmer -Lemeshow test 

The Hosmer-Lemeshow statistic evaluates the goodness-of-fit by creating 10 ordered 

groups of subjects and then compares the number actually in the each group (observed) 

to the number predicted by the logistic regression model (predicted) and then 

computing a Pearson Chi-square that compares the predicted to the observed 

frequencies . 

The value of the test statistics is  

  ∑
        

  

  
   ……………………………………………….. ( 2.23 ) 

where Og and Eg denote the observed events, and expected events for the gth risk decile 

group. The test statistic asymptotically follows a χ2 distribution with 8 (number of 

groups -2) degrees of freedom. Small values (with large p-value closer to 1) indicate a 

good fit to the data, therefore, good overall model fit. Large values (with p<.05) 

indicate a poor fit to the data. Hosmer and Lemeshow do not recommend the use of this 

test when there is a small n less than 400 (Hosmer and Lemeshow, 2000). 

2.4.2 Statistical Significance Of Individual Regression Coefficients 

If the overall model works well, the next question is how important each of the 

independent variables is. The logistic regression coefficient for the ith independent 

variable shows the change in the predicted log odds of having an outcome for one unit 

change in the ith independent variable, all other things being equal. That is, if the ith 

independent variable is changed 1 unit while all of the other predictors are held 

constant, log odds of outcome is expected to change bi units. There are a couple of 

different tests designed to assess the significance of an independent variable in logistic 

regression, the likelihood ratio test and the Wald statistic (Menard, 2001).   
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1- Likelihood ratio test 

The likelihood-ratio test used to assess overall model fit can also be used to assess the 

contribution of individual predictors to a given model. The likelihood-ratio test uses the 

ratio of the maximized value of the likelihood function for the full model (L1) over the 

maximized value of the likelihood function for the simpler model (L0). The test statistic 

is calculated as follows: 

G= -2 ln  
   

  
   = -2 (ln L0 -ln L1)…………………………..………... ( 2.24 ) 

This statistics is compared with a χ2 distribution with 1 degree of freedom. To assess 

the contribution of individual predictors one can enter the predictors hierarchically, 

then compare each new model with the previous model to determine the contribution of 

each predictor. 

2-Wald statistic 

A Wald test is used to test the significance of individual coefficients in a given model 

(Bewick et al., 2005). A Wald test calculates a Z statistic, which is 

Zj =   βj
2 /  SEβj

2………………………………………..………….... ( 2.24 ) 

The Wald statistic is the ratio of the square of the regression coefficient to the square of 

the standard error of the coefficient. This Z value is then squared, yielding a Wald 

statistic with a chi-square distribution . Each Wald statistic is compared with a Chi-

square with 1 degree of freedom. Wald statistics are easy to calculate but their 

reliability is questionable. 
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2.5 Summary 

        This chapter discussed Multinomial Logistic Regression and Discriminant 

Analysis . Both logistic regression analysis and discriminant analysis are techniques for 

separating  groups with similar characteristics. Also, both techniques have a similar 

purpose of  predicting group membership and also classifying new cases into one of 

predefined groups. Again, all the two techniques aim at coming out with a model that 

can best be used to describe relationship between dependent and independent variables. 

Logit function of logistic regression and discriminant function attempt to express 

dependent variable as a linear combination of other features or measurements. Also the 

two techniques estimate coefficients of independent variables that best explain  the 

data. However, there are some differences between the two techniques. While the  

Logistic regression analysis bears the same logic as ordinary least square regression, 

discriminant analysis, on the other, works in line with multiple analysis of variance 

(MANOVA). Some major problems associated with discriminant analysis are that it  

requires that the distribution regarding the independent variables is normal. This makes 

logistic regression more flexible to use than discriminant as it goes with few 

assumptions and requirements. In the next chapter we will present the most common 

methodologies  in detail  used for validating these model. 
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Chapter 3 

Validation and Evaluation of Classification Models 

3.1 Introduction 

          Validation and Evaluation of a data classification model is one of the most 

important step at building models steps . The purpose of validation is to estimate the 

level of performance we may expect from models generated by our modeling process. 

It is a fundamental step in any natural hazards study. Validation refers to comparing the 

model predictions with a real-world data set, for assessing its accuracy or predictive 

power. Validation permits to establish the degree of confidence of  the model .In 

addition, a good validation and evaluation scheme can also provide feedback for 

improving the model.In  this chapter , we will discuss different  methods (cross 

validation, k- fold cross validation, Hold out validation and leave one out cross 

validation) of measuring the accuracy of classification methods as an introduction to 

apply these measures on the two classification methods we are interest to compare in 

this study. 

3.2 Cross-validation 

      Cross - validation is a general procedure used in statistical model building. It can be 

used to decide on the order of a statistical model (Chernick, 2008).It is a statistical 

method of  evaluating and comparing learning algorithms by dividing data into two 

segments: one used to learn or train a model and the other used to validate the model. 

Then when training is done, the data that was removed can be used to test the 

performance of the learned model on ``new'' data. This is the basic idea for a whole 

class of model evaluation methods called cross validation . In this method, ( 
 
) 

classifiers are designed. Each classifier is designed by choosing k of the n  observations 
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as a training set, and its error rate is estimated using the remaining (n-K) observations. 

This process is repeated for all distinct choices of patterns and the average of the error 

rates is computed. The average of the error rate of each subset is therefore an estimate 

of the error rate of the classifier (Kotsiantis,2007). This  type of validation is useful 

when the most accurate estimate of a classifier‟s error rate is required. A popular 

choice for the value of k is K=1 ,  yielding the well-known leave-one-out method. 

3.3 K-fold cross-validation 

      In k-fold cross-validation, the actual data is first partitioned into k equally (or 

nearly equally) sized segments or folds. Of the k subsamples, a single subsample is 

retained as the validation data for testing the model, and the remaining  k − 1 

subsamples are used as training data .The cross-validation process is then repeated  k 

times (the  folds), with each of the  k subsamples used exactly once as the validation 

data. Each time, one of the k subsets is used as the test set and the other k − 1 subsets 

are put together to form a training set. Then the average error across all k trials is 

computed to produce a single estimation. The advantage of this method is that every 

data point gets to be in a test set exactly once, and gets to be in a training set k-1 times. 

The variance of the resulting estimate is reduced as  k is increased. The disadvantage of 

this method is that the training algorithm has to be return from scratch k times, which 

means it takes k times as much computation to make an evaluation. (Hastie et al.,2009). 

If k equals the sample size, this is called "leave-one-out" cross-validation . 

3.4 Leave-one-out cross-validation 

      Leave-one-out cross-validation (LOOCV) is a special case of k-fold cross-

validation where k equals the number of instances in the data. As the name suggests, 

leave-one-out cross-validation (LOOCV) involves using a single observation from the 
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original sample as the validation data, and the remaining observations as the training 

data .This is the same as a K-fold cross-validation with K being equal to the number of 

observations  in the original sample. It is still widely used when the available data are 

very rare. Leave-one-out  cross-validation can be applied by fitting the model n times, 

each time leaving out a different observation and testing the model on estimating or 

predicting the observation left out each time. This provides a fair test by always testing 

an observations not used in the fit. It is also efficient in the use of the data for fitting the 

model since n − 1 observation are always used in the fit  (Hair et al.,2009).  

3.5 Hold-Out Validation 

     The hold-out validation method, sometimes called test sample estimation, hold-out 

validation is special cases of k-fold cross-validation where (k = 1). A natural approach 

is to split the available data into two non overlapped parts: one for training and the 

other for testing. The test data is held out and not looked at during training. Partitions 

the data into two mutually exclusive subsets, it is common to designate 2/3 of the data 

as the training set and the remaining 1/3 as the test set. (Kohavi, 1995). There are a 

problems associated with holdout method  .  First, this method requires a large sample 

size, but in applications large  sample is not always available. Second, the classification 

rule that is validated is not the one that would actually be used. Third, there is a 

problem associated with the appropriate relative size of the training sample to the 

testing sample (Hussein, 2010). 

3.6 Evaluation of a Classification Model 

For the evaluation of two methods, sensitivity, specificity and accuracy  can  be also 

measured in the same dataset. A distinguished confusion matrix can be obtained to 
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calculate sensitivity, specificity and accuracy. Confusion matrix is a matrix 

representation of the classification results. Table 3.1 shows the structure of the 

confusion matrix as follows. 

Table(3.1) :Confusion Matrix 

 

 

Classified Negative 

 

Classified Positive 

Actual Negative TN FP 

Actual Positive FN TP 

 

As we can see in table (3.1), True Positives (TP), True Negatives (TN), False Positives 

(FP), and False Negatives (FN), are the four different possible outcomes of 

classification prediction for a two-class case with classes “1” (“yes”) and “0” (“no”). A 

False Positive is when the outcome is incorrectly classified as “yes” (or “positive”), 

when it is in fact “no” (or “negative”). A false negative is when the outcome is 

incorrectly classified as negative when it is in fact positive. True Positives and True 

Negatives are obviously correct  classifications. Below formulae were used to calculate 

sensitivity, specificity and accuracy. (Kumari, Milan and Godara, Sunila ,2011). 

Accuracy, which is the proportion of true results (both true positives and true 

negatives) in the population, can be obtained by the following formula: 

          
     

           
                          

Sensitivity  (equivalent to the  true positive  rate) It is the proportion of positive cases 

that are well detected by the test. In other words, the sensitivity measures how the test 

is effective when used on positive individuals. The test is perfect for positive 
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individuals  when sensitivity is 1, equivalent to a random draw when sensitivity is 0.5. 

If it is below 0.5, the test is counter-performing and it would be useful to reverse the 

rule so that sensitivity is higher than 0.5 (provided that this does not affect the 

specificity). The mathematical definition is given by:   

                                 
  

         
                  

The specificity of a classification model, (also known as the correct rejection rate), is 

defined as the number of true negative classifications divided by all negative 

classifications 

                                 
  

         
                  

3.6.1 ROC Curve 

      ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristic) analysis is being used as a method for 

evaluation and comparison of classifiers ( Ferri et. al. 2002). The area under the ROC 

curve has become a particularly important measure for evaluating classifiers‟ 

performance because it is the average sensitivity over all possible specificities (Bradley 

1997). the area under the ROC curve is computed using the following formula: 

     ∫
  

 

 

 

  
  

 
 

 

  
∫       

 

 

                       

It is originally designed as tools in communication theory to visually determine optimal 

operating points for signal discriminators. it‟s a technique used for visualizing the 

performance of a classifier, it has been extended to visualize, and rank, the 

performance of a competing set of classifiers for selecting the best of them; by plotting 

them together in the same graph (Fawcett, 2004). It provides a powerful alternative to 
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traditional model performance assessment using confusion matrices. The following 

figure(3.1)  illustrates the precision under the three ROC curve. 

 

Figure (3.1): Comparing ROC  curves 

In the figure (3.1) yellow curve is  Excellent  because it has large area under the curve, 

however the blue curve worthless  because it has the least  area  among three curves. 

3.7  Summary 

     In this chapter we discussed the main aspects of classification models validation and 

metrics evaluation of models performance criteria, like predictive accuracy, sensitivity, 

and specificity. And the graphical method of evaluating and comparing the 

classification model obtained by constructing an ROC curve. In the next chapter we 

will  perform  an empirical comparative case study,  implementing DA and MLR 

classifiers and predictive models into a  various real life datasets  and  in order to assist 

model selection by choosing the best model as much as possible according to the  

evaluation criteria. 
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Chapter 4 

Data Analysis And Discuss Result 

4.1 Introduction: 

       This chapter is a comparative case study with an  analysis and evaluation of two  

classification methods described in the second chapter: DA and MLR. we will describe 

the data set and the variables in the data using descriptive statistics to illustrate some of 

the important variables in the data. To test the performance of the two models, will be 

assessed from „leave-one-out-cross-validation‟  and to investigate the quality of 

prediction in terms of sensitivity, specificity and area under the ROC curve (AUC) is 

also examined. Finally, We will compare DA with MLR on the Graduates  dataset. 

 

4.2 Description  of the data 

 

     Real data of Circumstances of graduates from high education and vocational 

training survey main findings (December, 2005- January, 2006) where conducting by 

Palestinian Center Bureau of Statistics (PCBS) used for application of the MLR and 

DA. The data were used for the purposes of scientific research according to a special 

agreement between PCBS and Al–Azhar University- Gaza.  Dataset contains 10 

variables .The target population consists of all graduates who obtained any certificate 

either from higher education or vocational training in the Palestinian Territories and 

comprises 

1 .Graduates from industrial or vocational high school . 

2 .Graduates from vocational and training courses (private or public- 6 months 

and above ). 

3. Graduates from associate Diploma and above  . 
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4.3   Sample size and design frame of the data 

        The sample size is about 10,783 households, which is sufficient to provide reliable 

estimates for the main indicators at the district level; 3,668 households have at least one 

person graduate from high education or vocational training.   The sampling frame 

consists of a master sample of enumeration areas (EAs) selected from the Population, 

Housing and Establishment Census (1997).  The master sample consists of area units of 

relatively equal size (number of households); these units have been used as primary 

sampling units (PSUs) . The sample is a three-stage stratified cluster random sample 

and the work in each enumeration area is the sampling area  .The first stage was the 

selection of a stratified sample of 432 enumeration areas  .The second stage was the 

selection of 25 households from the beginning of the enumeration area, using data 

available from Census 1997 .The third stage was to collect data from all the graduates 

in the household as defined in the target population .Two levels of stratification were 

made :       1. Stratification by district 

                 2.Stratification by place of residence, which comprised  : 

(a) Urban                    (b) Rural                 (c) Refugee Camps 

4.4    Concepts and Definitions (PCBS, 2006) 

 Vocational Training: The process which enables a person to obtain various 

skills, information and methods, or upgrades these skills in order to change their 

abilities to perform work or part of work at an adequate and appropriate level. 

 The Graduate: A graduate in this survey is a person who successfully 

completed and obtained a certificate of one of the following stages (excluding 

the graduates currently attending full-time education). The educational stages 

are divided into two parts: formal education, and informal education, not 

registered at the Ministry of Higher Education. 
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 Employed: Persons who were at work at least one hour during the reference 

period, or who were not at work during the reference period, but held a job or 

owned business from which they were temporarily absent (because of illness, 

vacation, temporarily stoppage, or any other reason) he\ she was employed, 

unpaid family member or other. The employed person is normally classified in 

one of two categories according to the number of weekly work hours, i.e. 1-14 

work hours and 15 work hours and above. Also the absence due to sick leave, 

vacation, temporarily stoppage, or any other reason considered employed from 

1-14 hours . Employed persons are classified according to employment status as 

follows:  

 Unemployed :Unemployed persons are those individuals who did not work at 

all during the reference week, who were not absent from a job and were 

available for work and actively seeking a job during the reference week.  

 Outside Labour Force: The population not economically active comprises all 

persons who were neither employed nor unemployed accordingly to the 

definitions above.  

4.5  Selection of the variables 

4.5.1 Dependent variable 

Table (4.1): Frequencies of DV Categories 

Categories of (DV) Frequency Valid Percent 

Employment 3146 61.5 

Unemployment 1103 21.6 

Outside of LF 863 16.9 

Total 5112 100 
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Table (4.1) demonstrates  that  61.5 % of persons are Employment,  21.6% are 

unemployment and 16.9%  are Outside of labor Force.  

4.5.2 Independent variables 

Table (4.2) :The Independent variables(Source: PCBS, 2006) 
 

 
 

Value Lable Description Variable 

name 

1. Male 

2. Female 

Sex A02 

        20- 60 Age  A03 

1.Head 

2.Spouse 

3. Son\ daughter 

4. Father\ mother 

5. Brother\ sister 

6.Grand  Father\ mother 

7. Grand child 

8. Son\ daughter in law 

9. Other relatives 

10. Other  

Relation to the head of household A04 

1. Never married 

2. Legally married 

3.  Married 

4.  Divorced 

5.  Widower 

6.  Separated 

Marital status(12 years and over) A09 

 

 

1. Non  

2. Seeing 

3. Hearing 

4. Moving 

5. Using fingers 

6. Mental 

7. Mental and moving 

8. Multiple 

9.Other/ specify 

Type of disability? A11 

1. West Bank 

2. Gaza Strip 

Region WBGS 

1. Palestinian Territory 

 2.Arab countries 

3. Other countries 

Country of Graduation E05-coun 

1.before  1987  

2. 1987-1993 

3. 1994-2000 

4. 2001-2005 

Graduation period Yeargrad 

1.  Training certificate 

2. Associate diploma 

3.  Bachelor and above 

Educational Qualification Eduqual5 
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Table (4.2) some descriptive statistics for the important variables in the study. We have 

9 independent variables. All of them are nominal except age variable. 

Table (4.3) :Comparison between Emp. Status for Graduates and Sex 

Category (  DV) 
Sex 

Total 
Males Females 

Employment 45.9% 15.7% 61.5% 

Unemployment 10.7% 10.9% 21.6% 

Outside of LF 4.1% 12.8% 16.9% 

Total 60.6% 39.4% 100.0% 
 

 

 

Table (4.3) demonstrate that Employee Males  has 45.9%  compared to 15.7% for 

Employee females. At Unemployment category, the percent of males and females are 

nearly the same 10.7% and 10.9% respectively. But the difference is large in Outside of 

LF category 4.1%  of males are Outside of LF versus 12.8%  of females. 

Table (4.4 ): Comparison between Emp. Status for Graduates and Region  

Category (  DV) 
Region (Wbgs)  

Total Gaza Strip West Bank 

Employment 22.5% 39.0% 61.5% 

Unemployment 10.3% 11.3% 21.6% 

Outside LF 5.4% 11.5% 16.9% 

Total 38.2% 61.8% 100.0% 

 

Table (4.4) there are ( 22.5%) of persons in Gaza Strip are Employment versus (39.0%) 

in West Bank. Moreover, (10.3%) Of persons in Gaza Strip suffer from Unemployment 

versus (11.3%) in West Bank.  (5.4%) of persons in Gaza Strip are Outside of LF 

versus (11.5%) in West Bank. 
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Table (4.5): Comparison between Emp. Status for Graduates and eduqua5 

            Category (  DV) 

Educational Qualification 

(eduqua5) 

Total 

Training Diploma BA/BSc + 

Employment % of Total 7.9% 17.5% 36.1% 61.5% 

Unemployment % of Total 4.4% 6.4% 10.8% 21.6% 

Outside LF % of Total 3.8% 7.3% 5.8% 16.9% 

Total % of Total 16.1% 31.2% 52.7% 100.0% 
 

At table (4.5) we observe that   most  Graduates have (BA/BSc+) 36.1% in 

Employment category compared with Diploma and Training which have 17.5% and 

7.9% respectively. BA/BSc + Graduates suffer from Unemployment 10.8% more than 

other  type of  eduqua5.  5.8% of  Graduates in (BA/BSc+) are Outside LF versus 

7.3% of  Graduates in Diploma and 3.8%  of  Graduates in Training. 

4.6 Statistical Analysis of Emp.status using DA 

4.6.1 Application of DA Model  

Table (4.6): Log Determinants for Emp.status for Graduates 

 Rank Log Determinant 

Employment 9 -4.965- 

Unemployment 9 -2.975- 

Outside of LF 9 -3.056- 

Pooled within-groups 9 -3.687- 

The ranks and natural logarithms of determinants printed are those of 

the group covariance matrices. 

 
Table (4.6) demonstrate that the larger the log determinant in the table  means the more 

that group's covariance matrix differs. Employment group is the largest log determinant 

(4.965). Unemployment group and Outside of LF group  are relatively equal  with 
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values 2.975 and 3.056 respectively. The "Rank" column indicates the number of 

independent variables. In this case we have (9) independent variables. 

Table (4.7) :Test Results 

Box's M 2687.527 

F 

Approx. 29.759 

df1 90 

df2 19967021.272 

Sig. .000 
 

 

In this case the log determinants appear similar and Box‟s M is 2687.527with   F =90 

which is significant at p <0.05 . So we can reject the hypothesis that the groups 

covariance matrices are equal. 

Table (4.8): Wilks' Lambda 

Test of 

Function(s) 

Wilks' 

Lambda 

Chi-square Df Sig. 

1 through 2 .704 1793.680 18 .000 

2 .890 596.529 8 .000 
 

Table (4.8) provides  two functions are significant. Function 1 through 2 is better than 

function 2 ,because, it has small value of Wilks Lambda (0.704). 

Table (4.9) Standardized Canonical Discriminant Function Coefficients 
 

Variable name 
Function 

1 2 

Sex .902 .035 

Age  .672 .267 

Relation to the head of household 
.181 -.142- 

Marital status(12 years and over) 
.027 .533 

Type of disability? 
.078 -.077- 

Region .044 -.388- 

Country of Graduation .083 -.002- 

Graduation period .418 -.244- 

Educational Qualification -.492- .124 
 

Table (4.9) provides two functions. In function one, the sign indicates the direction of 

the relationship. Sex variable(.902) is the strongest predictor while Age (0.672) is next 
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in importance as a predictor. These two variables with large coefficients stand out as 

those that strongly predict allocation to the Emp. Status categories. In function two,  

Marital status (0.533) is the most useful. 

Table (4.10): Canonical Unstandardized Discriminant Function 

Coefficients 

Variable name 
Function 

1 2 

Sex 2.008 .077 

Age .060 .024 

Relation to the head of household .148 -.116- 

Marital status(12 years and over) .031 .605 

Type of disability? .214 -.212- 

Region .090 -.803- 

Country of Graduation .141 -.004- 

Graduation period .351 -.205- 

Educational Qualification -.671- .169 

(Constant) -4.969- -.977- 

 

Table (4.10) contains the unstandardized discriminant function coefficients. These 

would be used like unstandardized b  which is -4.969 for function1 which is -4.969 for 

function1 and -.977 for function 2. They are used to construct the actual prediction 

equation which can be used to classify new cases. So according to the result  of 

table(4.10), we obtain the following two discriminant function . 

 

F1=-4.969+2.008Sex+0.06Age+0.148A04+0.031A09+0.214A11+0.090WBGS 

+0.141E05 +0.351 yeargrad -0.671Eduqual5  

 

F2 = -0.977 +0.077 Sex +0.024Age -0.116A04 +0.605A09 -0.212A11 -0.803WBGS 

 -0.004E05 -0.205 yeargrad +0.169Eduqual5 
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Table  (4.11):  Classification Results
a,c

 By Using LDA Method 

 

Predicted Group Membership 

Total Employment Unemployment Outside of LF 

Original Count Employment 2686 241 218 3145 

Unemployment 693 297 113 1103 

Outside of LF 453 60 349 862 

% Employment 85.4 7.7 6.9 100.0 

Unemployment 62.8 26.9 10.2 100.0 

Outside of LF 52.6 7.0 40.5 100.0 

Cross-

validated
b
 

Count Employment 2684 243 218 3145 

Unemployment 709 281 113 1103 

Outside of LF 453 60 349 862 

% Employment 85.3 7.7 6.9 100.0 

Unemployment 64.3 25.5 10.2 100.0 

Outside of LF 52.6 7.0 40.5 100.0 

a. 65.2% of original grouped cases correctly classified. 

b. Cross validation is done only for those cases in the analysis. In cross validation, each case is 

classified by the functions derived from all cases other than that case. 

c. 64.9% of cross-validated grouped cases correctly classified. 

 

According to the results shown in Table (4.11) it is seen that  65.2% of respondents 

were classified correctly into  Employment, Unemployment, or Outside of LF  groups. 

Employment were classified with higher accuracy (85.4%) than Outside of LF  

(40.5%). Last category (Unemployment) with percentage accuracy of (26.9%) . The 

cross-validated accuracy rate computed by SPSS was 64.9% . 

4.6.2   ROC curve for DA model 

      The ROC curve of a test is the graph of the values of sensitivity and specificity that 

are obtained by varying the positivity threshold across all possible values. The graph 

plots sensitivity (true positive rate) against 1–specificity (false-positive rate). The curve 

for any test moves from the point where sensitivity and 1–specificity are both 1 (the 

upper right corner) which is achieved for a threshold at the lower end of its range 
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(classifying all participants as test positive, so there are no false negatives but many 

false positives) to a point where sensitivity and 1- specificity are both zero (the lower 

left corner) which is achieved when the threshold moves to the upper end of its range 

(and all participants are classified as test negative, giving no false positives but many 

false negatives). The shape of the curve between these two fixed points depends on the 

discriminatory ability of the test(Macaskill et al, 2010). 

Area under the curve= 53.52 % . It is a poor  test but isn`t the worst. 

 

Figure (4.1 )  The ROC Curve for DA model 

 
 

4.7 Statistical Analysis of Emp.Status using MLR 

       The multinomial logit model assumes that data are case specific; that is, each 

independent variable has a single value for each case. The goal of  MLR is to model the 

relationship between the explanatory and response variables. 
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4.7.1 Building  MLR model 

     In this  section  we will perform MLR analysis on Graduates data set. There is a 

good  relationship between the dependent variable and combination of independent 

variables is based on the statistical significance of the final model chi-square. We are 

focusing on the response variable the number of the valid observations used in our 

model is 5112 distributed among the three categories 61.5% of the valid case subjected 

to Employment, 21.6.7% unemployment, and 16.9% by outside of LF. 

Table (4.12)  :   Model Fitting Information 

Model Model Fitting Criteria Likelihood Ratio Tests 

-2 Log Likelihood Chi-Square Df Sig. 

Intercept Only 6807.410    

Final 4805.586 2001.825 60 .000 

 

As it is clear in Table (4.12),  that -2 log likelihood value of basic model only with 

intercept term was (6807.410), this value decreased into (4805.586) with the 

independent variables appearance in the model.  The probability of the model chi-

square (2001.825) was 0.00, less than the level of significance (0.05). The null 

hypothesis  was rejected since that there was a difference between the model without 

independent variables and the model with independent variables . That is an evidence 

of  existence of a relationship between the independent variables and the dependent 

variable.  

 

 

 

Table (4.13) :Goodness-of-Fit 

 Chi-Square Df Sig. 

Pearson 4170.133 3992 .024 

Deviance 3679.540 3992 1.000 
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In table (4-13), we test the goodness of fit of the final model . The results of the test are 

given in table (4.13) below. This shows that the model provides a significant fit to the 

data as the p-value of Pearson goodness of fit test less than 0.05. 

Table (4.14) : Pseudo  R-Square  

Cox and Snell R
2 

Nagelkerke R
2 

McFadden R
2 

.324 .384 .211 
 

Table (4.15) explain  the ratios of dependent variables upon independent variables.  

According to the results shown in table (4.15), it is seen that independent variables 

define 32.4% of the variance in dependent variables ( the proportion of variance of the 

response variable explained by the predictors) according to Cox &Snell  R2 value, 38.4 

% according to Nagelkerke R2 value, and 21.1% according to McFadden R2 value. 

Table (4.15)  :  Likelihood Ratio Tests 

Effect 

Model Fitting 

Criteria Likelihood Ratio Tests 

-2 Log 

Likelihood of 

Reduced Model 

Chi-

Square Df Sig. 

Intercept 4805.586a .000 0 . 

Age (a03) 4951.664 146.079 2 .000 

Sex (a02) 4830.590 25.004 2 .000 

Relation to the head of household 

(a04) 
4974.962 169.376 14 .000 

Marital status (a09) 4847.292 41.707 10 .000 

Type of disability (a11) 4837.579 31.993 16 .010 

Region (wbgs) 4885.215 79.630 2 .000 

Country of Graduation(e05_coun) 4827.925 22.340 4 .000 

Graduation period  (Yeargrad) 4921.554 115.969 6 .000 

Educational Qualification(eduqua5) 5018.284 212.699 4 .000 
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Table(4.15) demonstrates the likelihood ratio test evaluates the overall relationship 

between an independent variable and the dependent variable.  We checked the same 

point with all explanatory variables used to build model separately. The result was 

referred that the existence of a relationship between each of the explanatory variables 

and the response variable was supported. According to the results shown in Table 

(4.15), it is seen that there is a statistically significant relationship between all the 

independent variables  and the dependent variable . 

 

Table(4.16) Parameter Estimates 

 

1- Unemployment 

 
B Std. Error Wald df Sig. Exp(B) 

Intercept 16.186 1382.948 .000 1 .991 
 

 

Age (a03) .008 .008 1.074 1 .300 1.008 

 

Sex 
[a02=1] -.469- .118 15.743 1 .000 .625 

[a02=2] 0b
 . . 0 . . 

 

R
e

la
ti
o
n

 t
o

 t
h

e
 h

e
a

d
 o

f 
h
o

u
s
e

h
o

ld
 

[a04=1] .001 1.249 .000 1 .999 1.001 

[a04=2] 1.096 1.246 .774 1 .379 2.992 

[a04=3] .341 1.251 .074 1 .785 1.406 

a04=4] -13.878- 1047.905 .000 1 .989 9.394E-007 

[a04=5] .310 1.271 .060 1 .807 1.364 

[a04=6] .012 1.781 .000 1 .995 1.012 

[a04=7] 1.789 1.271 2.083 1 .149 6.264 

[a04=8] -1.351 1.352 095 1 .851 1.764 

[a04=9] 1.835 1.264 .063 1 .325 1.645 

[a04=10] 0b
 . . 0 . . 
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M
a
ri
ta

l 
s
ta

tu
s
 

 B Std. Error Wald df Sig. Exp(B) 

[a09=1] .642 .860 .556 1 .456 1.899 

[a09=2] .240 .891 .073 1 .788 1.271 

[a09=3] -.345- .872 .156 1 .693 .708 

[a09=4] .176 .951 .034 1 .853 1.192 

[a09=5] -1.423- 1.350 1.111 1 .292 .241 

 [a09=6] 0b
 . . 0 . . 

 

T
y
p
e

 o
f 
d

is
a
b

ili
ty

 

  

 [a11=0] 
-17.039- 1382.947 .000 1 .990 3.980E-008 

[a11=1] -15.053- 1382.948 .000 1 .991 2.902E-007 

[a11=2] -30.808- 2735.441 .000 1 .991 4.172E-014 

[a11=3] -16.345- 1382.948 .000 1 .991 7.972E-008 

[a11=4] -14.857- 1382.948 .000 1 .991 3.529E-007 

[a11=5] -16.393- 7528.045 .000 1 .998 7.594E-008 

[a11=6] -17.257- .000 . 1 . 3.201E-008 

[a11=7] -15.754- 1382.948 .000 1 .991 1.439E-007 

[a11=8] 0b . . 0 . . 
 

 

R
e

g
io

n
 

[wbgs=1] -.676- .079 73.403 1 .000 .509 

[wbgs=2] 0b . . 0 . . 

 

C
o
u

n
tr

y
 o

f 

G
ra

d
u

a
ti
o

n
 

[e05_coun=1] -.025- .185 .018 1 .894 .976 

[e05_coun=2] .187 .201 .866 1 .352 1.206 

[e05_coun=3] 0b . . 0 . . 

 

G
ra

d
u

a
ti
o

n
 

p
e

ri
o

d
  

 [Yeargrad=1] -.985- .213 21.396 1 .000 .373 

 [Yeargrad=2] -.927- .165 31.361 1 .000 .396 

[Yeargrad=3] -.944- .113 70.120 1 .000 .389 

 [Yeargrad=4] 0b . . 0 . . 

 

E
d

u
c
a
ti
o

n
a

l 

Q
u

a
lif

ic
a

ti
o
n

 

[eduqua5=1] 1.044 .117 80.305 1 .000 2.841 

[eduqua5=2] .559 .096 33.823 1 .000 1.749 

[eduqua5=3] 0b . . 0 . . 
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2- Outside LF 

 

 
B Std. Error Wald df Sig. Exp(B) 

Intercept 15.628 1382.948 .000 1 .991 
 

 
 

Age (a03) .092 .008 137.930 1 .000 1.096 

 

 

Sex 
[a02=1] -.792- .205 14.934 1 .000 .453 

[a02=2] 0b . . 0 . . 

 

 

R
e

la
ti
o
n

 t
o

 t
h

e
 h

e
a

d
 o

f 
h
o

u
s
e

h
o

ld
 

[a04=1] -2.799- .947 8.739 1 .003 .061 

[a04=2] .015 .939 .000 1 .987 1.016 

[a04=3] -2.376- .970 6.003 1 .014 .093 

a04=4] -2.733- 1.235 4.900 1 .027 .065 

[a04=5] -3.202- 1.075 8.867 1 .003 .041 

[a04=6] -.757- 1.583 .229 1 .633 .469 

[a04=7] .389 .979 .158 1 .791 1.476 

[a04=8] -2.733- 1.075 6.004 1 .671 
1.326 

[a04=9] -.858- 1.352 8.758 1 .963 
1.266 

 [a04=10] 0b . . 0 . . 

 

M
a
ri
ta

l 
s
ta

tu
s
 

[a09=1] -.174- .880 .039 1 .844 .841 

[a09=2] -1.043- 1.060 .969 1 .325 .352 

[a09=3] -1.083- .901 1.444 1 .229 .339 

[a09=4] -.658- .995 .437 1 .509 .518 

[a09=5] .186 .978 .036 1 .849 1.204 

 [a09=6] 0b . . 0 . . 
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T
y
p
e

 o
f 
d

is
a
b

ili
ty

 

 
B Std. Error Wald df Sig. Exp(B) 

 [a11=0] -17.240- 1382.948 .000 1 .990 3.257E-008 

[a11=1] -30.610- 2507.859 .000 1 .990 5.082E-014 

[a11=2] -15.715- 1382.949 .000 1 .991 1.497E-007 

[a11=3] -17.505- 1382.948 .000 1 .990 2.498E-008 

[a11=4] -29.681- 2649.115 .000 1 .991 1.287E-013 

[a11=5] 2.153 4074.038 .000 1 1.000 8.607 

[a11=6] .093 5954.453 .000 1 1.000 1.097 

[a11=7] -30.664- 2127.881 .000 1 .989 4.819E-014 

[a11=8] 0b
 . . 0 . . 

 

R
e
g

io
n

 

[wbgs=1] -.006- .098 .004 1 .951 .994 

[wbgs=2] 0b
 . . 0 . . 

 

C
o

u
n

tr
y
 o

f 

G
ra

d
u
a
ti
o
n
 

[e05_coun=1] -.128- .239 .289 1 .591 .879 

[e05_coun=2] .437 .249 3.084 1 .079 1.548 

[e05_coun=3] 0b
 . . 0 . . 

 

G
ra

d
u

a
ti
o

n
 

p
e

ri
o

d
  

 [Yeargrad=1] -1.373- .220 38.818 1 .000 .253 

 [Yeargrad=2] -1.340- .184 53.088 1 .000 .262 

[Yeargrad=3] -.968- .144 45.409 1 .000 .380 

 [Yeargrad=4] 0b
 . . 0 . . 

 

E
d

u
c
a
ti
o

n
a

l 

Q
u

a
lif

ic
a

ti
o
n

 

[eduqua5=1] 1.783 .139 164.289 1 .000 5.948 

[eduqua5=2] .920 .113 66.800 1 .000 2.508 

[eduqua5=3] 0b
 . . 0 . . 

 

4.7.2  Interpretation of the odds ratio of the Parameter Estimation 

In this section we analyze the Emp.status for graduates as a dependent variable that 

involves three categories (Employment, Unemployment and Outside LF). There are 

many independent variables that have effects on this dependent variable. A 

multinomial logistic regression model has been constructed for this dependent variable 
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using the most appropriate independent variables. We now display the most important 

independent variables in the model. The "exp(b)'' column in SPSS's label for odds ratio 

of the explanatory variables with the response variable, it is predicted change in odds 

for a unit increase in the corresponding explanatory variable. Odds ratios less than 1 

correspond to decreases and odds ratio more than 1.0 correspond to increases. Odds 

ratios close to 1.0 indicates that unit changes in that explanatory variable does not 

affect the response variable. Sometimes, the variable is significant but some variable 

categories aren`t significant. The model  contains the significant variable categories 

only. 

 

4.7.3 Estimates MLR Models 

According to the result  of table(4.16), we obtain the two Models for MLR where the 

first category( Employment ) is  reference category. 

Table ( 4.17 ):  MLR Model (1) Unemployment 

Intercept [sex=1] [wbgs =1] [Yeargrad=1] [Yeargrad=2] [Yeargrad=3] 

16.186 -.469- -.676- -.985- -.927- -.944- 

[eduqua5=1] [eduqua5=2]     

1.044 .559 

 

    

 

Table (4.18) : MLR Model (2) Outside LF 

Intercept Age [sex=1] [a04=1] [a04=3] [a04=4] 

15.628 .092 -.792- -2.799- -2.376- -2.733- 

[a04=5] [Yeargrad=1] [Yeargrad=2] [Yeargrad=3] [eduqua5=1] [eduqua5=2] 

-3.202- -1.373- -1.340- -.968- 1.783 .920 

 

Table (4.17) and table (4.18) state the most appropriate independent variables that in 

the model , there are two models since the dependent variables has three categories .  
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4.7.4 Classification results of  Graduates data set 

Table (4.19) : Classification By Using MLR Method 

Observed 
Predicted 

Employment Unemployment 
Outside of 

LF 
Percent Correct 

Employment 2744 189 212 87.2% 

Unemployment 696 294 113 26.7% 

Outside of LF 377 91 394 45.7% 

Overall 

Percentage 
74.7% 11.2% 14.1% 67.2% 

 

Table (4.19) indicates that the model can correctly predict the highest percentage for  

Employment category (87%). The lowest percentage is for  Unemployment category 

(26.7%)  . The third category (outside of LF) has percentage accuracy of(45.7%). The 

model can predict with overall percentage accuracy of (67.2%). 

4.7.5  The ROC curve analysis of MLR model  

The ROC curves have been drown and exhibited in figure below and the area under the 

curve have been computed for different classes of the dependent variable. As the ROC 

curve has been designed. Area under the curve = 91.42% 

 

Figure (4.2): The ROC curve for MLR model 
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4.8   Comparison Between the Classification Methods 

       We discuss many of  Evaluation methods in chapter three. Here we will use two of 

them . We can see  from the comparison between the two  statistical methods below 

that comparison based on both the classification table and the ROC curves.  MLR is 

better fit than LDA.  

(a) The Classification Table: 

       The most frequently used criterion for comparison between the two methods is 

classification error.  Table (4.19) shows the classification results of the two statistical 

methods (MLR and LDA) for dependent variable Emp.status . 

Table (4.20): Classification Result of two statistical methods(MLR and LDA) 

 Categories ( DV ) MLR LDA 

Employment 87.2% 85.4% 

Unemployment 26.7% 26.9% 

Outside  of LF 45.7% 40.5% 

Classification of model 67.2% 65.2% 

Table (4.20) indicates that the MLR model can correctly classify the first category 

Employment with  accuracy  (87.2%) compared to (85.4%) for  DA  model . At the 

second category  Unemployment,  Correct classification accuracy of MLR model 

(26.7%) is less than the DA model (26.9%) . At the last category  Outside  of LF,  

Correct classification accuracy of MLR model (45.7%) compared to (40.5) for DA 

model.  As we can see from the table (4.20)  results, the correct classification rates for 

all categories by the MLR model is better than DA model. The classification accuracy 

of LDA using the cross-validation with one random observation omitted at each time is 

estimated at 65.2% , and the misclassification rate at  34.8 % .    The classification 

accuracy of MLR using  the cross-validation with one random observation omitted at 

each time is estimated to be equal 67.2 % , and the misclassification rate to be equal 

32.8 % .  Table (4.20) shows the comparison between the two models in terms of their 

accuracy rate using cross-validation with random one observation omitted at each time 

methods .  
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(b) Comparison with ROC Curves 

      To compare the two models using the ROC curves, table (4.21) shows the area 

under the ROC curve  for two curves  LDA and MLR. Moreover the two  ROC curves 

are displayed in figure (4.3)  below to make the comparison easier. 

 
 

Table (4.21): Area under the curve for two models 

Models Area (MLR) Area(LDA)   

Area under the ROC curve 91.42% 53.52% 

 

Figure (4.3): Two curves for the two models 

 The ROC curve of all the two statistical models have been drawn in the same graph. 

The area under the ROC curve has also been computed for each category.  The figure 

 DAـــــــــــــــــــــ

ـــــــــــــــــــــ MLR 
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(4.3)  can clearly show that,  the ROC curve of the MLR is often higher than  the other  

model. This indicates that the MLR model provides classification for all categories 

with much higher accuracy than LDA model  when the two methods are applied at 

Graduates data. The areas under the ROC curves are computed and  presented in table 

(4.20).  The area under curve for MLR model is 91.42 %  compared to that of LDA is 

(53.52%) . Results of the performance of MLR is much better than the performance of 

LDA in Classification of the Employment Status of graduates in palestine. 

 

4.9 Summary 

       Two method applied on Graduates data(2005-2006) which has 9 independent 

variables and one dependent variable with three categories. On the issue of 

classification capabilities of the  two techniques ,MLR can predict better  than DA. 

This is justified by correct classification of 67.2% by the MLR model and 65.2% by the 

DA in the analysis. The ROC curves difference in the area under the curve (AUC), 

MLR 91.42% versus LDA 53.52% ). Thus the results we have from Multinomial 

Logistic Regression model are better than the results of Discriminant Analysis model 

for this data set . 
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Chapter 5 

Conclusion and Recommendation 

5.1 Conclusion 

       In this study we conducted a comparison between the two statistical models 

discriminant  analysis and multinomial logistic regression, using  two different  

assessment techniques (ROC curve and cross-validation ) in order to achieve to the best  

model that represents the dataset of Employment Status for graduates in Palestine. 

According to the graduates data of PCBS from( 2005-2006), we applied the DA and 

MLR after insure of all assumption of the DA and MLR technique, we conclude  the 

following:  

1- Based on the research, it is evident that multinomial logistic regression yields better 

classification results than discriminant analysis , the empirical comparison of the two 

techniques shows that logistic regression was able to make 67.2% correct classification 

of the data as compared to 65.2% correct classification of the data by discriminant 

analysis.  

2- When we applied the ROC curve insure that the accuracy of MLR model is very 

high comparing with DA accuracy , where MLR have (91.42%) in prediction ,while  

DA have (53.52%). 

These results demonstrate that Multinomial logistic  regression can be more powerful 

analytical technique  than Discriminant Analysis for Classifying The Employment 

Status of Graduates. 

5.2 Recommendations 

1. More usage for MLR since it provides an alternative good methodology for 

predicting and classify the graduates data and proved to be the best method for 

classification and predicting the graduates data.  
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2.There is still a high need to conduct more research and comparisons to ascertain the 

extent suitable logistic regression and discriminant analysis models in this area , 

particularly when the sample size is so small . 

 3.More attention will be given to the graduates unemployment in Palestinian regions.  

4. We recommend to use MLR because its analysis could measure more  accurately 

than DA the effect of each of explanatory variables and excluded those variables which 

did not have statistical significant and enables building a statistical model showing 

those complex and interrelated relationships, particularly as we are dealing with a 

qualitative response variable has more than two categories. 

5. Further research should be conducted to the graduates data to give higher rate of 

classification . 

6. Ministry of Education and Higher Education can play important role  in convergence  

between the labor market and higher education Graduates Through: 

Provide financial support and technical disciplines required, Coordination between the 

ministry and the public and private sectors about the needs and the quality of graduates, 

Reducing the number of admissions in disciplines that suffer from high unemployment 

and Guidance  to students about majors and future prospects 
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